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What's this all About?

§Crucial that anyone advocating for a 
better cycling environment is careful in 
how they present their case

§Check that others aren't furthering 
existing mis-conceptions about cycling

§Yet, many times we unwittingly seem 
to end up "scoring an own goal"...

(read the paper for more details)



What Prompted this 
Presentation?

§Some recent Chch CC staff reports:

§ Proposed Speed Limit Changes 
(50à 60kmh)

"It is understood that the medium support of 
57% could be attributed by a campaign 
conducted through the cycling fraternity
and had this not accrued the support could 
have been quite different.”

CCC report, 30 Nov '06



What Prompted this 
Presentation? cont'd

§Some recent Chch CC staff reports:

§ Moorhouse Ave Safety Improvements

"Twelve submissions were received in support 
of the proposal, in particular the improved 
cycling facilities, including eleven from 
individual cycling advocates and one from 
Spokes Canterbury Inc.”

CCC report, 20 Dec '06



What do these seem to 
Imply?

§Cycling submissions don't count as 
much?

§ Although these were same proposals that 
Police & Comm Board had concerns with

§All people who cycle are advocates?

§ How do they know???

No doubt unintentional slight, but...



"Cyclists"



You Can't 
Trust these 
Cyclists...



"People who Cycle"



The Activity vs The People

§Providing for cycling, not cyclists

§ Cycling = activity that virtually anyone
can do under the right circumstances

§ Cyclists = relatively small bunch of 
"weird" people who only ever cycle

§Is cycling really a niche activity?

§ >100,000 people in Chch regularly cycle

§Most "cyclists" also walk, drive, bus etc



What is 
"Providing for Cycling?"

§Often a (mis)perception that

"Providing for Cyclists" =

"Providing Cycle Facilities"

§IHT "5-Step Hierarchy of Treatments“

§Promotion and Marketing of Cycling

§Other “Cycle-friendly” Strategies and 
Policies



"Dangerisation" of Cycling

§Need to be careful about highlighting 
safety concerns of cycling

§While these need to be addressed, 
mustn't be main message people hear

§Far better, positive reasons to 
encourage cycling

§"Safety in Numbers" effect means that 
encouraging more cyclists is safe









To Put Things in 
Perspective...

§~9 cyclist deaths on roads per year

§Average of 37 pedestrians and 361 
motor vehicle occupants killed / year

§~300-500 premature deaths / year in 
NZ due to motor vehicle emissions



A bit of a Fuss in 
Christchurch…



The "On vs Off-Road" Wars

§Cyclists' key concern wasn't about this 
debate, but the process Council used

§ Debate on best cycle provision is healthy

§Some potential traps:

§ "What if we provide an on-road cycle 
facility, then a cyclist has a crash there?"

§ "Why should we provide anything for 
cyclists; they can’t even agree on what 
they want?"



Name Calling...

§"Vulnerable Road Users"

§"Alternative modes"

§"Slow modes"

§"Transport disadvantaged"

§Absence of motor vehicle 
= "Measure of Social Deprivation"

Try "Active Transport Users"...



A "Vulnerable Road User"?



One of these Things is 
Not Like the Others...



Cyclists are People Too!



Thank You!


